
VISUALIZE YOUR CUSTOMER JOURNEY

Get a real-time view into how customers are 
progressing through the purchase funnel and 
identify pain points to improve customer  
experience and drive sales.

CREATE ENGAGING EXPERIENCES

Narrow in on the existing customer feedback  
to improve and create new products and  
experiences that will engage your customers.

CONVERT NEW AUDIENCES

Identify and engage target audiences based  
on their willingness to buy and switch from  
a competitor.

INCREASE CUSTOMER LOYALTY

Segment occasional customers versus frequent 
customers to understand the differences in brand 
perception and what you can do more of to boost 
brand loyalty.

EXTEND REACH

Find what makes your audience unique versus 
the general population to extend your reach 
and inform acquisition strategy.

MEASURE YOUR OMNI-CHANNEL APPROACH

Get instant insights into what is working  
by channel, who is driving the conversation 
and what content is resonating with  
your customers.

THE COST OF ACQUIRING A NEW CUSTOMER IS 7X THE 
COST OF RETAINING A CUSTOMER.

Acquiring new customers is not an easy task, but understanding and  
delivering the experiences your target audience expects from your 
brand is a step in the right direction. Combining real-time brand,  
audience, and category insights allows you to go beyond a basic  
demographic understanding of your target customers and support  
strategies in growing your existing customer base and building  
brand loyalty.

CUSTOMER ACQUISITION & RETENTION BEST PRACTICES

Know Your Customer Journey: Strategically leverage themes to  
visualize your customer journey. Understand where the majority of  
conversations are occurring and identify common points of friction.

Align Analysis with Brand Strategy: Narrow in on existing customer 
feedback and surface insights that will provide the most value to your 
brand and customers.

Segment Your Target Audience: Maximize marketing effectiveness by 
focusing in on the customers that matter most. Segment audiences by 
bio terms, brand affinity, channel, interests, or life stage.

Create Emotional Connections: Analyze all audience conversations to 
paint a holistic view of who they are and what they care about beyond 
the love of your brand and use this information to create an emotional 
connection with consumers.

Create a Channel Strategy: Know the best content, messaging and 
approach to create for each channel then track the success and analyze 
all engagements for real-time insights.
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ABOUT NETBASE

NetBase is the award-winning social analytics platform that global companies use to run  brands, build businesses,  
and connect with consumers every second. Its platform processes millions of social media posts daily for actionable  
business insights for marketing,  research, customer service, sales, PR, and product innovation.

RELATED NETBASE CASE STUDIES

Internet Marketing Inc. - Learn how IMI used NetBase to create an interactive quiz that satisfies customers and drives 
over $1M in online revenue.

Taco Bell – Learn how Taco Bell use emotional and behavioral targeting to increase purchase rates by 20%.

@NetBase NetBaseInc NetBase Solution, Inc

P: 650.810.2100
E: info@netbase.com

NETBASE
3960 Freedom Circle, Suite 201
Santa Clara, CA 95054

CUSTOMER ACQUISITION & RETENTION FRAMEWORK

ALIGN ANALYSIS WITH YOUR BRAND STRATEGY

Convert potential customers and move current customers up the chain by understanding what drives them  
to make purchases.

Understanding your company’s identity and how customers purchase your products allows you to align your analysis on 
areas that matter most to you and your customers.

• Pragmatics: Surface pricing and value  
perceptions between you and competitors. 

• Product Innovators: Focus on product  
attributes and the unmet needs of customers.

• Lifestyle: Narrow in on the emotions and 
passion points ignited when customers  
engage with your brand.

• Experiential: Identify customer journey  
pain points and ecosystem opportunities  
to improve the overall experience.
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